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Stage one: Assess and plan

official documentation from NHS England.

			- Simple checklist

This guide is intended as a supplementary source of support, in addition to official
materials from NHS England, to help organisations implement the Accessible
Information Standard. It draws on and refers to the official documents and also
draws more widely on materials and good practice from other organisations, and

Using this guide
This guide is best accessed in a recent version of Acrobat Reader on a computer
to ensure the interactive features, such as the navigation and links, work correctly.

			- Hints, tips and resources
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Stage two: Prepare, create and update

However, it can also be used in other software but some interactive features may

			- Simple checklist

be limited or unavailable in non-standard or less up-to-date software. To navigate

			- Detailed checklist

through the guide, use the “back” and “next buttons at the bottom of each page,
or the “contents” button to return to this contents page. Throughout the guide, you
can navigate between related sections by using the different coloured buttons.
The document also contains website-style links that refer to useful documents,
websites and resources. Checklists can be completed by clicking to tick each box.
Progress can be saved by saving the file, so that it can be returned to later and
resumed from the same point with any previous progress towards completing the
checklists already recorded.
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About the standard
What is it?
The Accessible Information Standard is a new mandatory standard
that all NHS and publicly funded adult social care services must follow.
This includes:
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•

All providers of NHS care or treatment

•

All providers of publicly-funded adult social care

•

Adult social care or services bodies (in their role as service
providers)

•

Independent contractors providing NHS services including primary
medical services (GP practices), dental services, optometric
services and pharmacy services

•

NHS Foundation Trusts and NHS Trusts

•

Providers of NHS and / or adult social care from the voluntary and
community or private sectors

•

Providers of public health services, including advice and
information

Who is it for?
It covers people who have information or communication support
needs due to a disability, impairment or sensory loss. This includes
patients, people who use services, their carers, and parents.

The aim
The standard aims to make sure people receive information in formats
they can understand and receive the communication support they
need. It specifically aims to improve the quality and safety of care
received by people with information and communication needs, and
their ability to be involved in their own decisions about their health,
care and wellbeing.
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A three stage approach
To make the activities involved in implementing the standard easier to understand, this guide groups the actions and tasks into three main
stages. For each stage, the guide includes a simple checklist that gives an overview of the work needed in that stage, then a detailed
checklist and hints and tips. The detailed checklists also have links to other helpful resources so you can quickly find key documents,
examples and sources of support.

Stage one: assess and plan
Organisations need to assess their current position compared with
the requirements and plan how they will implement the standard.

Stage two: prepare, create and update
Organisations need to prepare clear local policy, create new
processes and procedures, and update IT systems and
documentation.

Stage three: take action
Organisations need to take action to identify, record, flag, share
and meet people’s information and communication needs.
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Stage one: assess and plan
A simple checklist
This is a significantly simplified checklist to give an overview of
the activities needed to plan your organisation’s implementation
of the Accessible Information Standard.

Activity or action

Completed?

Begin preparing and assess organisation’s current position compared
with the requirements
Assess staff ability and readiness, and plan any training/awareness activities

Plan how the organisation will implement the standard
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Stage one: assess and plan
A detailed checklist
This detailed checklist is based around the requirements, conformance criteria and guidance in the official documents, but with some
simplified language and arranged around the theme “assess and plan”. Therefore only activities that have specific conformance
criteria have an official deadline listed. Activities or actions without a conformance deadline are drawn from the guidance and supporting
information, and are tasks that will help achieve one or more of the conformance criteria in that section. When using the checklist
approach in this guide, it is important to also refer to the requirements and conformance criteria for the standard from NHS England.
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Plan how the organisation will implement the standard
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Stage one: assess and plan
A detailed checklist

1 of 3

Begin preparing and assess organisation’s current position compared with the requirements
Official
conformance
deadline

Activity or action

Begin preparing for the standard, including by assessing systems and processes
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n/a

Assess policies and procedures

n/a

Assess the organisation’s current arrangements for meeting people’s information/
communication needs

n/a

Although excluded from the scope of the standard, for good practice purposes:
assess how accessible the organisation’s website(s) and online information is
compared with recognised standards

n/a
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Entirely

1 Sept 2015

Review the official documents, including implementation guidance and specification
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Stage one: assess and plan
A detailed checklist

2 of 3

Assess staff ability and readiness, and plan any training/awareness activities
Official
conformance
deadline

Activity or action

Review the ability of staff to implement the standard and, if needed, plan and carry
out training/awareness activities

n/a

Provide training / briefing to staff to explain what the standard is, processes to be
followed and support that staff can provide directly

n/a
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31 July 2016

Assess ability of staff to effectively and sensitively identify and record needs, and
support people with these needs

Provide or arrange any other training needed, and support staff to access training and
resources from NHS England: record this in training or competency records

Completed?

31 July 2016
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Stage one: assess and plan
A detailed checklist

3 of 3

Plan how the organisation will implement the standard
Official
conformance
deadline

Activity or action

8

Develop and begin an implementation plan: refer to resources and guidance from
NHS England and the local changes needed to implement the standard

1 Sept 2015

Review how the organisation manages information and data (information
governance) and plan and take mitigating actions for any risks

31 July 2016

Consider other safety risks, including IT and governance, plus plan and take
mitigating actions

31 July 2016
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Stage one: assess and plan
Hints, tips and resources
•

Identifying and/or bringing together the right people from the right areas of the organisation is a crucial first step

•

How do current policies and procedures fit with the standard? Can relevant policies and procedures be easily adapted or do some need more
comprehensive revision?

•

Some processes may be heavily influenced by IT systems or very closely linked with them: it’s worth considering these things
together

•

In larger organisations, how do planned changes fit with any corporate approach to meeting information and communication needs?

•

Can awareness raising and training be slotted into existing activity? This will likely be easier and more meaningful, given the right context.

•

There are a range of resources and guidance that can help, including for briefing staff

Supporting resources
•

As well as the official documents, there are a range of other supporting resources being produced by other organisations in partnership with
NHS England

Briefing staff and supporting understanding
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•

An infographic about the standard

•

An infographic about tasks and impact

•

Presentation for service providers
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Stage two: prepare, create and update
A simple checklist
This is a significantly simplified checklist to give an overview of
the activities needed to prepare for the Accessible Information
Standard.

Activity or action

Completed?

Prepare clear local policy in line with the standard

Create clear processes and procedures for following the standard

Update IT systems, processes and documentation
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Stage two: prepare, create and update
A detailed checklist
This detailed checklist is based around the requirements, conformance criteria and guidance in the official documents, but with some
simplified language and arranged around the theme “prepare, create and update”. Therefore, only activities that have specific
conformance criteria have an official deadline listed. Activities or actions without a conformance deadline are drawn from the guidance
and supporting information, and are tasks that will help achieve one or more of the conformance criteria in that section. When using the
checklist approach in this guide, it is important to also refer to the requirements and conformance criteria for the standard from NHS
England.
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Prepare clear local policy in line with the standard

1/4

Create clear processes and procedures for following the standard - Part 1

2/4

Create clear processes and procedures for following the standard - Part 2

3/4

Update IT systems, processes and documentation

4/4
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Stage two: prepare, create and update
A detailed checklist

1 of 4

Prepare clear local policy in line with the standard
Official
conformance
deadline

Activity or action
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Prepare and publicly publish an accessible communication policy in line with the
standard (template to be available from NHS England)

31 July 2016

Ensure people have a way to give feedback, raise a concern or make a
complaint in alternative formats and with communication support
(an accessible complaints policy)

31 July 2016
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Stage two: prepare, create and update
A detailed checklist

2 of 4

Create clear processes and procedures for following the standard - Part 1
Official
conformance
deadline

Activity or action

Establish a stepped approach that includes clear procedures for identifying,
recording, flagging, sharing and meeting needs
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n/a

Define a clear process for recording people’s needs in line with the standard

n/a

Establish flags, alerts or prompts so needs are highly visible to staff and
prompt action

n/a
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Detailed
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Not
started

Partly

Mostly

Entirely

31 July 2016

Agree an approach to identifying people with information and communication needs
relating to a disability, impairment or sensory loss
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Stage two: prepare, create and update
A detailed checklist

3 of 4

Create clear processes and procedures for following the standard - Part 2
Official
conformance
deadline

Activity or action

14

Have a range of ways for people with communication needs to contact the service,
and an agreed process for using any ‘alternatives’

n/a

Agree processes for sending out correspondence in alternative formats and
producing or obtaining information in alternative formats

n/a

Agree process for arranging or booking professional communication support (e.g.
interpreters)

n/a

Agree process for people with communication needs to have longer appointments if
they need one

n/a
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Stage two: prepare, create and update
A detailed checklist

4 of 4

Update IT systems, processes and documentation
Official
conformance
deadline

Activity or action

15

Update recording systems and processes, if necessary, along with
associated documentation

31 July 2016

Ensure recording of needs will be consistent, in specific fields and using specific
terminology (either SNOMED CT, Read v2, or CTV codes, or their English readable
definitions)

31 July 2016

Update systems, if needed, so that details of need are highly visible (requirements for
IT systems providers)

31 July 2016

Put methods in place for checking and quality assurance

31 July 2016

Put methods in place to alert about, prevent or discourage mutually incompatible data
fields being completed (e.g. blind and BSL sign language user)

31 July 2016

Ensure data is current, can be amended, and systems prompt for it to be reviewed/
updated

31 July 2016
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Stage two: prepare, create and update
Hints, tips and resources
•

Are there aspects of the standard that the organisation already conforms with, or would small changes to working practices and processes help
meet some aspects?

•

Make use of the NHS England accessible communication policy template as a starting point and guide for local policy

•

The Implementation Guidance from NHS England includes detailed sections about each of the 5 steps, which can help inform development of
local processes and approaches

•

Existing legal duties, such as the Data Protection Act 1998, must continue to be followed and complied with

•

Working with IT system providers to make sure systems are updated is essential: they have requirements and conformance criteria too

•

If IT systems aren’t compatible with SNOMED CT, Read, or CTV codes, the English (or human readable) definitions define different information
and communication needs in a clear, set way

Official NHS England resources
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•

Accessible Information Standard – Specification including full requirements and conformance criteria (page 24 onwards)

•

Implementation guidance

•

NHS England implementation plan

•

Terminology for recording needs: codes and English definitions
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Stage three: take action
This is a significantly simplified checklist to give an overview of
the actions needed to follow the Accessible Information
Standard.

A simple checklist
Activity or action

Completed?

Identify information and communication needs

Record details of these needs in a set, specific way

Flag or highlight these details

Share these details with other health and social care services

Meet people’s needs

Check how well it works for people
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Stage three: take action
A detailed checklist
This detailed checklist is based around the requirements, conformance criteria and guidance in the official documents, but with some simplified
language and arranged around the theme “take action”. Therefore, only activities that have specific conformance criteria have an official
deadline listed. Activities or actions without a conformance deadline are drawn from the guidance and supporting information, and are tasks that
will help achieve one or more of the conformance criteria in that section. When using the checklist approach in this guide, it is important to also
refer to the requirements and conformance criteria for the standard from NHS England.
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Identify information and communication needs

1/7

Record details of these needs in a specific way

2/7

Flag or highlight these details

3/7

Share these details with other health and social care services

4/7

Meet people’s needs - Part 1

5/7

Meet people’s needs - Part 2

6/7

Check how well it works for people

7/7
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Stage three: take action
A detailed checklist

1 of 7

Identify information or communication needs
Official
conformance
deadline

Activity or action

19

Identify and record a person’s information and communication needs whenever
someone registers, or the first (or next) time they interact, with the service

1 April 2016

For people who already use your services, identify and record information and
communication needs as part of ongoing or routine interactions

1 April 2016
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Stage three: take action
A detailed checklist

2 of 7

Record details of these needs in a specific way
Official
conformance
deadline

Activity or action

20

Staff record details of need in fields consistently, either using the specific codes or the
associated English language definitions

31 July 2016

Details are recorded accurately

31 July 2016

These details are reviewed or refreshed when other demographic data is reviewed or
verified

31 July 2016
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Stage three: take action
A detailed checklist

3 of 7

Flag or highlight these details
Official
conformance
deadline

Activity or action

21

Details recorded are highly visible

31 July 2016

Electronic recording systems automatically identify that needs have been recorded
and then flag, prompt or make this highly visible to staff whenever the record is
accessed

31 July 2016
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Stage three: take action
A detailed checklist

4 of 7

Share these details with other health and social care services
Official
conformance
deadline

Activity or action

22

Details about people’s information and communication needs are included as part of
existing data sharing, and routinely shared during referral, discharge and handover

31 July 2016

Care plans and other documents such as health passports and “communication
passports” include details of these needs

31 July 2016
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Stage three: take action
A detailed checklist

5 of 7

Meet people’s needs - Part 1
Official
conformance
deadline

Activity or action

When alerted, electronic systems either automatically generate, or allow staff to
manually generate, correspondence / information in alternative formats

31 July 2016

Systems ensure that a standard print letter is not sent to someone who needs an
alternative format

31 July 2016

People with a disability, impairment or sensory loss have these needs routinely and
regularly met

People with these needs have access to accessible contact methods and are
contacted in these ways
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31 July 2016
(evidence via
feedback:
30 Sept 2016)
n/a
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Stage three: take action
A detailed checklist

6 of 7

Meet people’s needs - Part 2
Official
conformance
deadline

Activity or action

People with these needs are provided with communication support, including aids or
equipment and/or by staff making adjustments to their behaviour

24

31 July 2016

Communications professionals that are used have appropriate qualifications, DBS
clearance and are signed up to a relevant professional code of conduct

n/a
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Not
started
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Mostly

Entirely

n/a

Professional communication support and information in alternative formats can be
provided promptly and without unreasonable delay
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Stage three: take action
A detailed checklist

7 of 7

Check how well it works for people
Official
conformance
deadline

Activity or action

25

Records show that people have been sent or provided information (including
correspondence) in appropriate formats that they can understand

31 July 2016

Carry out quality assurance to ensure the support or information provided meets
people’s needs, in partnership with one or more patient groups.

30 Sept 2016

If an online system allows people to view their records, there is evidence that they
have viewed or contributed to these details

30 Sept 2016

People are made aware of the exact information recorded about their needs to help
verify accuracy

30 Sept 2016
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Stage three: take action
Hints, tips and resources 1

Ensuring staff are well trained and have the right communication
skills will help make it easier for people with a range of needs to
communicate effectively with staff. To begin with, you may like to
consider:

Getting the basics right
Getting the basics right will help to make implementation of the
Accessible Information Standard easier and help to establish the
actions required within day-to-day practice. For example, improving
the accessibility of all information and documents as standard will help
many people to understand the information without support. To begin
with, you may like to consider:
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•

NHS England’s tips for printed information and communication

•

The Information Standard

•

Plain English Campaign’s free guides and other resources

•

Social Care Institute for Excellence: How to produce information in
an accessible way

•

Mencap’s guide to accessible writing: Am I making myself clear?
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•

NHS England’s tips for clear face-to-face communication

•

Communicating with people with a learning disability from
Mencap

•

Caring for someone with dementia: communicating from Age
UK

•

Ways of communicating from Action on Hearing Loss

•

Communicating with people who are deafblind from Sense

Making websites and online services that are as accessible as
possible will help people to use these as independently as
possible. To begin with, you may like to consider:
•

The Government Digital Service’s accessibility guidance

•

Other parts of the Government Digital Service’s digital service
design manual

•

World Wide Web Consortium’s (W3C) web content accessibility
guidelines and conformance criteria

Hints
and tips 2
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Stage three: take action
Hints, tips and resources 2
Guidance on producing alternative formats

Communication professionals and accessible
communication methods

•

•

Guidance from two UK Government departments: Accessible
communications formats

•

working with Deaf and Deafblind People (NRCPD)

Department of Health guide: Making information easier to
understand for people with learning disabilities

•

Mencap: Make it clear – a guide to making easy read information

•

Action for Blind People: Making it clear – guide to producing

•

Action on Hearing Loss: Using communication support

•

Action on Hearing Loss: Communication support for people who
are deafblind

•

printed material
•

Action on Hearing Loss: guides to arranging and working with
other communication professionals such as lipspeakers and
notetakers

Action on Hearing Loss: How to produce information for people
with hearing loss

•

The National Registers of Communication Professionals

•

The Macular Society: Preparing documents for visually impaired

Guidance from two UK Government departments: Using a
range of communications channels to reach disabled people

people
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